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When a dog bites your hand, even when they don’t mean to, it hurts. Your hand and
fingers swell, it turns a lovely shade of dark purple and you hope that you have
cleaned, applied antiseptic and bandaged the injury well enough so you don’t need to
seek antibiotics from your physician. That was the start of my December. Then the
computer went down. Not a tragedy, just an inconvenience because I work from
home. (Actually, the computer was a blessing in disguise, I just didn’t know it at the
time.) The furnace when out on Christmas Eve. It was very cold outside and the
house quickly lost heat. Fortunately, there was a repairman that was eager for some
holiday pay.
There’s a trend here, and to be coupled with the most stressful time of year it was not
a good trend. Being the practically person, I sat down and listed all the bad things that
happened in the course of about 20 days and then listed the good things. While the
list of bad things was longer, the good list outweighed the bad list because I am very
lucky to have loving family and friends, good health, a roof over my head, more than
enough food, money in the bank, and great dogs. The family and friends are what
tipped the scale.
The UKC trial system has seen some ups and downs this year. We lost a great
promoter of the clubs and the Epagneul Breton when we lost Wallace Huey. He was a
gift to everyone he met and will be missed. On the positive side of things, the Big Sky
Club started a new tradition in the Rocky Mountain Cup. It was met with great
success. Other clubs have gone on to adopt this format. “Imitation is a sincere form of
flattery,“ Charles Caleb Colton. Thank you HPEBGDC and Clint LaFary!
Several new UKC clubs have formed in the United States. One in our own backyard.
The club is spearheaded by Norman Pope in Armor, South Dakota. Norman is
planning a trial in the spring, so watch for updates. Other clubs formed on the
southern side of the country. Each new club provides more opportunities for the
dogs to trial, for handlers and owners to learn something, and for all of us to get
together for a common goal.
When things are not looking good with dog bites, cold weather, or the loss of a friend,
take a moment to reflect and find an adjusted perspective on family, friends, dogs, and
life.
Sherry Niesar
Whoa Post Editor
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Ask Butch by Butch Nelson
Butch:
My family is considering purchasing a “started” dog for various logistical and time reasons. What are the
benefits or pitfalls of buying a “started” dog? Are there any specific things to consider or ask the breeder
about the dog? Are there any indicators that the dog will make a serviceable hunting companion – i.e. how
long they hold point prior to breaking, etc.? Any thoughts on how to find started dogs? Ryan
Ryan...Thanks for the question about "started dogs". We could have a lot of fun by asking the general
membership of all the different breeds, "What's the definition of a started dog"? We could double the fun by
asking, "What's a finished dog"? But let's not muddy the waters and concentrate on the first. We'll also
assume this new dog will be used in the field.
As with a puppy, started or finished dog we must do our homework before the check is written. I feel
strongly that a started dog is a wonderful way to go. You get to see it's physical and mental potential
immediately and you couldn't do this with a puppy. So let's say you drive to look at an advertised started dog.
When turned loose, how does he respond to the current owner? If the owner raised the litter, why is this pup
still here? Since we did our homework, is he correct as to the specific breed standard? (Maybe it's not
important) Is he wormed and are the shots up to date? Is he in good flesh and not all stressed out?
There could be one hundred and one more questions and please ask, but let's move on to started and allow
me to be the buyer. It would be better to turn the started dog loose in an area that he has not been in before.
I want to know how well he searches. I'll be asking more questions if the started dog looks confused and fails
to move forward with purpose to find something. After a length of time will he come back for a pet or if we
turn and get his attention, will he speed to the front or continue in the now wrong direction? How many birds
has he been exposed to? How about wild birds? Can we see the dog on planted birds and does he point, or
let’s say something better than a flash point? Has he been introduced to gun fire and will he pick up a dead
bird and bring it close? At the end of the session will he jump in his crate without having to pitch him in
backwards? Going back to the kennel, can he be tied to a post without choking? Will he only respond to a
loud voice?
Now you can see the advantages of a started dog verses a puppy. But let's have some fun and put a price on
started. Remember, the numbers are fictitious but by plugging in the actual cost to the equation you might get
a better understanding of puppy price and started price and with a little imagination, a finished price.
Continued on page 3
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Ask Butch - Continued from page 2
Puppy price

$100.00

Teaching the search

400.00

Teaching the front

100.00

Birds and shells

200.00

Gas to the fields

200.00

Teaching the lead

100.00

Vet bills

100.00 (if you're lucky)

Introduction to car rides, soccer games, parades, people, kids, big dogs, little dogs, gunfire, fourth of July,
chewed up seat belts etc. COST...Priceless
So you see we're up to $1,200.00 and we're not finished yet. But a lot of work is done. This last hunting
season I took two not quite ten month old pups out and had a fabulous time killing birds over points. Are
they for sale? Yes. Cost...Priceless
Good luck Ryan. I have bought a lot of pups and started dogs and so-called finished dogs and doing your
home work is the key to success...Butch

Put Butch’s many years of experience to work for you. Don’t be shy and if you want your name left off
we can make the questions anonymous. Send you questions to: Butch Nelson, PO Box 858, Denton,
MT 59430 or hyaliteknls@yahoo.com

Winter Birds Myths*
Myth: Woodpeckers drill on house siding in winter for food or to create
nesting cavities.
Fact: Though there are cases where woodpeckers find food in wood siding
(and may even nest inside the boards), nearly all the drilling in late winter is
done to make a noise to court mates. This is their way of singing a song to
declare territory.
Myth: Migration means north in the spring and south in the winter.
Fact: Some bird species migrate to higher elevations in the spring and down
to lower elevations in the winter. Examples include rosy finches and
ptarmigans in the West.
*From Birds and Blooms
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Impressed by Their Noses…Again By Ken Bruwelheide
In a recent article I described
how impressed I was with the
scenting ability of our Epagneul
Bretons. Our dogs had found
several birds in a creek bottom
marsh that had been covered by
a couple of labs an hour or so
earlier in the day.
On another hunting trip the
week before Thanksgiving, Mel
Kotur and I were hunting on a private farm in central Montana. Not many other people hunt this farm and
this year there has been a great hatch so there were a lot of birds. There are not many pheasants, but
Hungarian Partridge and Sharptail Grouse are there in good numbers.
During the afternoon of our second day of hunting we were working down gradual sloping terrain that had
several small ravines that generally run parallel to each other. We had four dogs on the ground: Mel’s Rosie
and my three: Daisy, Cassie and Sally.
Mel walked one side of the ravine and I was on the other. As we walked south we had the wind coming from
the west at about 10-12 miles per hour. The dogs generally worked the bottom but on a few occasions Rosie
and Cassie came to the western edge of the ravine and held their noses high to the west. Something was
interesting to them but it must have been some distance away as there was no cover for about 150 yards.
When the dogs sniffed to the west for the third time I asked Mel to walk towards the next ravine with me.
The dogs led the way and suddenly dogs went on point, birds got up, and the dogs crept and pointed. The
sharp tails were spooky and consistently got up way ahead of the dogs and out of shotgun range. In total
about 20 sharp tails were in the ravine.
Again I was impressed by the Epagneul Breton sense of smell…in this instance from a long way off. No
birds in the bag but great dog work.

Correction:
In the December edition of the Whoa Post the website listed in the article by Cletus Bianchi, “All American”
was listed incorrectly. The correct web address is: www.laelaps.co .
If you visit the web site, be prepared for information on the collar and also pictures of Cali and the complete
epic story that inspired the tracking color system.
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Trespassing by Peter Wax
It is more than an hour before sunrise on
November 14th and the snow covered
landscape is brightly illuminated by a half
moon and the chorus of the galaxy. Each
scrunching step disturbs the silence as I follow
frozen puffs towards Ursa Major. Dressed in
wool and feathers with a backpack slung over
my left shoulder and a rifle over my right I
travel carefully and measured. All my clothing
is zipped open because at minus 18 it is better
to be a little cold than sweaty.
A quarter mile in I encounter a herd of
heifers. The herd reminds me of dragons
smoking in the moonlight. They begin to part
slowly as I approach leaving two large herd
cows directly in my path. These half ton
matriarchs are survivors of many encounters with coyote and the occasional cougar and are due respect.
At 40 yards I start talking to them and after a brief consultation the two guardians give in with a display of
head throwing and foot stumping and take the whole herd into the night.
A half-hour later I am overlooking the Cannonball River as it passes through the County of Grant in the
land of Roosevelt. I am a trespasser here as this land belongs to the new aristocracy. They are the
offspring of pilgrims seeking freedom from religious oppression and land to call their own. These newly
minted Lords and Ladies jealously guard their deeded land and the wild game, from the urban peasant.
However I am on land belonging to a generous rancher from the neighboring State that has gifted all
citizen access to his land in exchange for a small stipend.
In the dark, in the very backyard of a man I know
despises the thought of my presence, a man that
would carelessly strip me of my constitutional
rights if given the chance makes me feel keenly
alive. Maybe this is the same feeling my ancestors
felt as they hunted the “King’s Game” in the
steppes of the Eastern Europe and the breaks of
Mediterranean in the dark with their net and their
trusty poaching dog. It is certainly the same stars,
the same moon, the same heart and the same soul.
After a full day engulfed in snow and cold bound
solitude it is dark again as I back-track to the
frozen river to tap my way across. Once on the
south side I follow the flood plain for a short half
mile before heading uphill. As I reach the top the
sky clears and I adjust my course a few degrees
left of Orion and fifteen minutes later when the
Continued on page 6
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Trespassing - Continued from page 5
Dog Star appears I adjust my course again. An hour later I am staring at the same herd of heifers. I
cannot help but admire the stubbornness of the two big herd cows as I “shoo” them away with a few insults thrown in. Embarrassed at my rudeness I apologize to the night.
Clearing the last rise between me and my vehicle I am reluctant to leave. I take a last look back, than sit
down and lean into the backpack to stare at the stars. They are numerous beyond description and so close
that the individual lights are a smear of smoky strokes and swirls. A meteor streaks across and I make a
wish.
I hear the cows coming up the road. I wait thinking they will
stop but they keep coming so I stand up. Once standing I
can hear that they have stopped and I reluctantly turn to
look, and to my surprise they are quite close strung out single
file and smoking like dragons. I start walking and they follow as if to make sure I leave. At the fence they stop and I
climb through. At the truck I pack my gear in the back before climbing in the front and starting it and in the headlights
there is nothing but the two old herd cows shaking their
heads.

Winter Range
Big game winter range represents the area where deer, elk,
antelope, bighorn sheep, moose, and mountain goat spend
the snowy, cold months of the winter. This habitat exists
when elevation, slope, aspect, and vegetation combine to
produce an area that provides animals with food, protection
from harsh weather conditions, and security. Consequently,
winter range is limited in size.
Winter range can shift locations in different years, depending
on the weather and other factors, including annual variations in habitat quality, animal population
fluctuations, and winter severity that concentrates animals differently from year to year. This shifting
helps ensure that during the most severe winters, critical winter range areas have not been degraded by
concentrated use year after year.
Big game animals can travel long distances to reach their winter range. Although many animals migrate
less than 30 miles to reach winter range, some big game animals travel 100 miles or more. For example,
antelope have been known to migrate over 250 miles from Canada to reach winter range in north-central
Montana. If the winter is severe, big game animals can be concentrated on small, core winter range areas.
If a winter is mild, animals will be more dispersed.
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Living With and Caring for the Older Dog
by Sherry Niesar
The older dog is a gift, and if you are lucky enough to have an older dog in your household, it means they have
spent their time with you as a companion, hunting buddy, confidant and friend. We joke that we are running
the old folks home for dogs at Coteau Kennel. We have three such old dogs and wouldn’t trade them or their
years with us. On one of the groups in Facebook this week there was a post from a fellow asking when to put
his dog “down”.
The Post read: I have an ethical question about a dog. He's 15 years old, physically healthy. He can still jump up on the
kitchen counter, he does have some arthritis. He has periods of I guess doggy dementia, he'll sit or lay down and just stare into
nothing. I'm torn, I don't want to put him down but should I?
I have to say, I was a little offended by this this post. The dog is still
healthy, is physically active with arthritis. The arthritis can be managed
with anything from a baby aspirin, glucosamine or a visit to your vet for
Rimadyl or a steroid depending on the severity. I’ve observed older dogs
that can’t hunt all day so they are “put down.” I’m not in favor of the
disposable dog.
With three old dogs in the household, we have come up with some
strategies that help them remain healthy and active. Always assess their
physical health. As dogs age, it is a moving target. One day they are good
to go and act like a puppy, the next day they would rather spend on the
couch. Keep this in mind when considering a hunt or training day.
Include your older dog whenever possible. Just because they’ve passed
the 10 or 12 year mark, doesn’t mean they’ve forgotten everything you’ve
Belle, the youngest of our old dogs
taught them. We have a young dog that is going through force fetch
never seems to age.
training. When he is done with his session, the other dogs are invited to
retrieve or hold. Nothing lights up a dog that loves to retrieve faster than the opportunity to bring back an
object, better yet, to show the younger dogs that they still have it. This goes for hunting too. Granted the old
dogs can’t go all day and I would not expect them too, but by matching the conditions to their ability, a limited run on short grass, especially if you know there might be birds is definitely ok.
When you old dog needs help medicine wise, give it to them.
Arthritis is big among hunters including dogs. If they’ve spent time
on the ground, chances are they’ve had some injuries that after healing
leave the memory in the form of occasional arthritis pain. You can
treat this a couple of different ways. Glucosamine purchased where
ever you buy your vitamins can be given daily. There’s no guarantee
that it will work, but if it does, there is a big change in your pup.
Moving up from the glucosamine, you can give your dog a baby
aspirin for pain as long as they don’t have any other problems.
Aspirin thins the blood so be careful. It is very effective given
Foxie is still one of the finest pheasant
dogs we have ever owned!
occasionally.
Continued on page 8
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Older Dog - Continued from page 7
If these home remedies don’t work, then visit your veterinarian. He has a myriad of pharmaceuticals
that can help you manage your dog’s pain.
Other ways to manage an old dog is with a change in food. Old male dogs seem to shed pounds just by
sleeping on the couch. Work hard to keep weigh on so if pup falls sick, he has a little reserve. To do
this you should investigate food ingredients, calorie type and most importantly, what your dog will eat.
Many foods also add glucosamine, fish oil and other additives for health. Some dogs put on weight as
they age. Being obese is just as or maybe even more serious than being too thin. Once again, a high
quality dog food is the answer.
In the field our old dogs sometimes get hypoglycemic. This is characterized by shaking, aimless
wandering or a glazed look. If the case is severe, the dog may stumble and fall or seize. The best way to
manage this is to be proactive and feed your dog in the field. Not a huge meal but snacks. Cheese is
good, so is a cookie, but one of the best things we have found is to give the dog a packet of honey prior
or post hunt.
If your dogs are house dogs, then they interact freely. Sometimes old dogs need a break from young dogs. The younger
dogs tend to be rambunctious and their exuberance is not
met happily but rather with
annoyance or growling. This is where conflict can begin.
Don’t let you young dog hurt your old dog even by accident.
Allow the old guy some space.
My senior center for dogs is thriving and so are my old dogs.
Zeus probably doesn’t have a lot of hunts left in him but
there’s still a lot of life. He goes up and down the steps, still
sleeps on the bed with me (and gets up without help) and
makes a nice retrieve from time to time. He is 14. Belle and Zeus, with a few birds from a 2015 hunt.
Foxie are close behind Zeus at 12 and 13, respectively. They
still hunt, earn their share of the birds, and are part of the squirrel attach crew in the backyard. By
keeping the old dogs in your life active mentally and physically, providing good nutrition and medical
help when necessary, your dog will serve you well till his very old age.

Cassie (right) and Sally (left)
sharing a new toy. The look
says it all!
Photo by Janis Bruwelheide
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Instinct, Training or Fun? by Sherry Niesar
I began this article with contemplation on whether domestic dog’s behavior
is more learned (trained) or instinct driven. As a wildlife scientist, animal
behavior has always fascinated me. I want to understand what drives
wildlife to do the things they do. Some behavior is instinctual such as the
drive to reproduce as exhibited by the wide array of mating behaviors.
Grouse dance, Bighorn sheep butt heads, and deer will mark their territory.
Some animals such as the otter, just like to have fun. They enjoy the process
of sliding. In the winter, they slide down the river banks covered in snow
and ice into a river or stream and continue to do this over and over again.
This behavior serves no purpose but to have fun.
Depending on your dog, the amount of training they have had, the breed, and their heritage, the amount of
instinctual behavior will vary. I have not tackled obedience or field trained behaviors in this article because
that gets into the area of instinct versus training. Thinking of the things that dogs do, I made a list.
1. Protect food
2. Protect pups
3. Mark den
4. Roll in piles of dirty laundry
5. Take a mouth full of dog food, transport and eat it in another room

6. Sniffing the dust/other items from the floor sweepings
7. Drinking from the Christmas tree water
8. Removing Baby Jesus from the Nativity scene
9. Ability to snuggle with humans
Examine the first six items. These behaviors are instinctual. They are things that dogs do in the wild or
house dogs have adapted to their domestic environment. The first three link directly to the wild dog. By
protecting food, pups and the den, wild dogs are ensuring their survival and the survival of their progeny.
Numbers 4-6 are a domestic dog’s translation of wild dog behavior. Why would a dog roll in a pile of dirty
laundry? It’s simple, they are either marking their territory or removing scent, and let’s face, there’s nothing
better than a smelly pile of laundry, especially if you have a teenager in the house. In the wild, your dog
probably loves to roll in dead things or a fresh cow pie, both equally disgusting but applying the same
principle. I’m not saying they don’t enjoy this act just a little, but it is not the primary motivation.
Items five and six go back to survival for food. By relocating the source, a dog is keeping food from
others and ensuring their own survival instead of sharing with the pack. It is quite comical to watch if you
have a dog that carries food around the house, but their goal is to keep it from others, even if there is no
obvious competition. Sniffing though the pile of floor sweepings is another link to searching for food.
Maybe at some point you have swept up a couple of chunks of dog food and Fido discovered that. Now
they are continuing the search for food and survival in a known location for the occasional nugget. This
behavior combines instinct with training and perhaps the mark of a dog with higher intelligence.
Continued on page 10
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Instinct - Continued from page 7
Drinking water from the Christmas tree bowl is just plain convenience. In our house, the dog’s water
dishes are located in the basement. The Christmas tree bowl is located on the upper level, where the
dogs spend much of their time during the day.
I spent a fair amount of time this December positioning our Nativity scene under the tree so the dogs
could gain access to the water. Each time they would go in for a drink a few wise men would get tipped
over, or a Shepard, and occasionally Joseph, they left Mary and the baby Jesus alone. So I continued to
move the Nativity throughout December until I found the perfect place where dog and Nativity could
peacefully co-exist. Then Blue swoops in to start his retriever training. I thought he’d grab a wise man
or another figure, because they are larger and shaped more like a retrieving dummy, but I was mistaken.
He went right for baby Jesus. Maybe it was because it fit perfectly in his mouth, I’m not sure. Luckily,
he has a very gentle mouth and cooperative by nature. Blue brought baby Jesus to me without damage.
This happened several more times during the holiday, all without incident. I will ponder this again next
December and see if anything changes.
The ability for dogs to snuggle with their humans is probably the
result of generations of domestication. Can this trait go hand in hand
with the more instinctual traits? Absolutely! It’s all bound up in a
genetic soup that takes more time than this short treatise to decode.
If you don’t believe behaviors can be genetic, think again. Take a wild
animal out of the wild and away from their parents, and they will still
exhibit those behaviors.
So why does your dog do what he does? Most behaviors are based on
instinct or a translation of instinct. Dogs, like the otter, throw in a
little fun on the side, often to their owner’s dismay. My dog Zeus,
looks for a mud puddle to roll in. He has made an art of it over the
years. It is fun to watch animals do the things they do and try to
figure out why. Watching your dog, might not give you all the answers Some dogs just are better
at snuggling.
to their behavior, but it might give you a small glimpse.

Just for Fun...

We are definitely being
downsized!
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Reader Photographs

Bash on point.
Photo by Fatmi Anders
Sarah training Cali.
Photo by Larry Ellison

Carl Anderson and his girls, Ginger
and Ruby. Photo by Carl Anderson

Atos training a deep water
retrieve. Photo by Jackie
Hutwagner

A day in the field.
Photo by Larry Ellison

Cali’s 1st wild bird, a woodcock.
Photo by Jim Bode

Rosie, Cassie & Daisy. Photo by Janis Bruwelheide

Continued on page 12
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Reader Photographs

Cinder

Norm Pose, Jeff Hite and their dogs.
Photo provided by Norman Pope

Preston and Atos before the Youth
hander event. Photo provided by
Jackie Hutwagner

Jim Casasara and Maverick after an Arizona hunt.
Photo provided by Jim Cassasara

Joep De L”Ardour Photo
provided by Fred Overby

Daisy
Photo by Janis Bruwelheide

Cassie, with the grass on fire behind
her. Photo by Janis Bruwelheide

Leo de Broughton. Photo by
Cory Painter
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Breeders
Coteau Kennel
Pete Wax & Sherry Niesar
sniesar@msn.com
701-222-8940
www.coteaukennel.com

Hyalite Kennel
Butch Nelson & Karen Paugh
406-567-4200
hyaliteknls@yahoo.com
www.hyalitekennels.com

Topperlyn Gun Dogs
Lynda Kieres
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

Hannahatchee Kennel
Jackie Hutwagner
770.883.8360
hutwag@gmail.com

Pataula Power French Brittanys
Fred Overby
406-209-0006
foverby@bellsouth.net

Auburn Bretons
Bob Clayton
206-852-8333
bobclayton2003@yahoo.com
www.auburnbretons.com

Stud Dogs
1. NBOB 2XTR Brique De L'Ardour
Hip Rating - A ( France)
2. TR GUN F'Nat du mas d'Pataula
("Pride") TAN
Hip Rating- Good - OFA
3. GUN Griz du mas Pataula TAN
Hips OFA-Good
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after business hours, please)
foverby@bellsouth.net
GRCHF CH Gallant Thor Sur Le Delavan TAN
Hip Rating - OFA Good
Jackie Hugwagner
770-883-8360
hutwag@gmail.com

1. NBOB GRCH Beau de l’Hospitalier
Hips – “A” – Belgium
2. 2XTR CH TopperLyn D’Artagnan
Hips – OFA “Good”
Live coverage &
artificial insemination on both dogs.
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com
Just Perfect Du Auburn Bretons
NAVHDA NA Prize 1, 112 Points
Penn Hip Lt: 0.46, Rt: 0.42
Sherry Niesar
701-527-3714
www.coteaukennel.com
sniesar@outlook.com

The Breeders and Stud Dog List is available to all paid members. If you are not a member, complete
the membership form and send it to Fred Overby, Club Treasurer. Only Breeding Kennels/Breeders
who raise UKC registered Epagneul Bretons will be listed in this Whoa Post column. The Whoa Post is
sent directly to over 100 email addresses and posted on line on the club web site and Face Book page.
Provide your information to sniesar@outlook.com.
To be listed in this column, pay your membership and provide the following information.

Breeders:

Stud Dog Listing:

Name of Kennel and/or Breeder
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website

Name of Stud Dog
Hip Rating (OFA or Penn Hip)
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website
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Up Coming Events
February 6 & 7, 2016
Natchez Trace Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club The Léon Le
Louët Memorial Woodcock Wild Trial (Woodcock)
Sherburne Wildlife Management Area, LA
Jackie Hutwagner, hutwag@gmail.com, 770-883-8360
February 13 & 14, 2016 - CANCELLED
HPEBGDC Field Trial - Liberated and TAN (Quail)
Bloomfield, IA
Clint LaFary- (309) 231-8868 / surledelavankennel@gmail.com
March 5,6 & 7, 2016
Midwest EBGDC Field Trial – Wild, Liberated & TAN
(Pheasant & Quail)
Coon Rapids, IA
Royce Stangl avad@iowatelecom.net

March 9, 10 & 12, 2016
CEB-US Field Trial - EB Only - Wild, Liberated & TAN
(Pheasant & Quail)
Wapello, Iowa
Randy Meester Rjm73@me.com 563-529-0558
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Recipe: Parmesan Tomato Chips*
Ingredients:







6 C thinly sliced tomatoes
2 TBSP olive Oil
2 TSP sea salt
1 TSP garlic powder
2 TBSP fresh chopped parsley
2 TBSP grated Parmesan Cheese

Directions
Gently drizzle and toss the sliced tomatoes in the olive oil to coat slices.
Place slices without overlapping onto a backing pan. Preheat oven to 200 F. In a small bowl whisk together the
remaining ingredients. Sprinkle mixture over each slice. Depending on the thickness of tomato slices,
dehydrating may take from 12-24 hours. If baking, check every 30 minutes until the edges show some charring,
up to 5 hours.
*from Farm Talk by Stephanie Meisel
Do you have a recipe to share with the membership? Please send it to
Sherry Niesar, Whoa Post editor at sniesar@outlook.com

Birthday Bones*
Ingredients:


2 C whole wheat flour



1 TBSP baking powder



1 C natural peanut butter



1 C skim milk

Directions:
Preheat oven to 375 F. In a bowl, combine flower and baking powder. In another bowl, mix peanut butter and
milk. Add wet mixture to dry and mix well. Turn out dough on lightly flowered surface and knead. Roll out to
1/4” tick and cut out shapes. Place on greased baking sheet and bake for 20 minutes or
until lightly brown. Cool on rack then store in an airtight container.
*From Three Dog Bakery Cookbook
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Renew Your Membership
Membership to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club is due at the beginning of each January.
Each of the club’s members are an important component to the club, adding to the newsletter with
articles and photographs and at the clubs annual field trial. If you are not a member, then consider
becoming a member. Aside from becoming a part of a group of talented, friendly and likeminded dog
owners, members:








Receive the Whoa Post
Are eligible to place ads in the Marketplace at no charge
List Breeder and Stud Dog information
(newsletter and web site) at no charge
Foxie Says:
Have access to dog training professionals
Please
Sallyrenew
Says: your
“Hey
and mentors
membership
to theto
Boss! It’s time
Receive advance notice of special events
Bigpay
Skyour
Club. The
Have opportunity to participate in UKC
form
is below. dues!”
membership
Thanks!
sanctioned field trials
Join a fellowship of like minded
individuals

Membership is open to all individuals. Membership fee
is $20 - individuals $30 - family or $50 - business
(Business membership receive a business card size ad in
the Whoa Post for the year.)
Please take a few moments to complete the Membership
Form below and return to Treasurer, Fred Overby at:
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office
101 E. Main Street, Suite C
Bozeman, MT 59715

Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Membership Form
Name_______________________________________________ 2nd Family Member ______________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

Membership Category $20 Individual _____ $30 Family _____ $50 Business_____

Make Check out to: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun DogClub
Return form & dues to: Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office, 101 E. Main Street, Suite C, Bozeman, MT 59715
Send General Correspondence to: Kenneth Bruwelheide,1406 Robin Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715

